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Texts: Exodus 24:12-18; Psalm 99; 2 Peter 1:16-21; and Matthew 17:1-9

There is a game you can play with your friends; maybe you have played 
it before. You name which three people past and present you would love to 
have lunch with. Just lunch and conversation and why. It becomes hard to nar-
row it down to just three and of course it’s just for fun. But it is also revealing. 
Jesus becomes the given on that list for us, I hope. Who wouldn’t want to sit 
down with him and ask him questions and then listen a while?

Maybe your list, were you making it today, would include the Oscar nom-
inees of tonight’s Academy Awards, your own personal red carpet opportunity 
to ask questions. Or maybe you’d ask Russian President Vladimir Putin what in 
the world he is thinking these days. 

I think I’d like to ask Abraham Lincoln what it was like to lead while the 
nation was so divided. I’d set up a dwelling spot for him and me and whoever 
else to sit and listen.

I’d like to sit down with someone like Dorothy Day, the 20th century 
Catholic social activist and serious disciple of Jesus, who understood the Gos-
pel as inseparable from social action. Reading her journals are like going on a 
wild ride of the best kind. 

Or to sit with Mozart’s genius or Albert Schweitzer — Bach scholar, 
theologian, pastor, and physician, who gave his life to a small medical clinic in 
Africa. Wow.

My list today might also include Pope Francis. I’m fascinated by him 
these days as is the world. I’d want to make a dwelling and sit there a while 
with him. By the way did you read him last week about the qualifications of 
bishops — “one who lacks the courage to argue with God on behalf of his 
people cannot be a bishop.” Citing Abraham and Moses and their wrestles with 
God as leaders. That’s stout, my friends.

So you’ve got to think that when Peter saw all of this happening on the 
mount — Jesus’ figure, shape, appearance is changing and glowing...the origi-
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nal language indicates that Jesus’ appearance was transformed, same root as 
the word metamorphosis…and then you’ve got Moses the lawgiver and Elijah 
the great prophet show up...these are the great heroes of his faith — he’s got 
his all-time great dinner party right there. Exciting, overwhelming and a bit 
fear-inducing, as we see here.

And he acts like it, too — let’s set it up, Jesus. Dwellings, tents as we 
would imagine them, or little places for each to sit and lay down. Let’s stay 
here. 

And who could blame him?
And here it is again. Another place, another moment, same voice saying, 

“You are beloved.” Back in the beginning of Matthew and the other synoptic 
gospels, the first three in our New Testament order, the baptism of Jesus takes 
place, and it says that at this moment the clouds parted and a voice from heav-
en said, “this is my Son, beloved, with whom I am well pleased.”

We should always note that at Jesus’ baptism he hasn’t by this time done 
anything that he should deserve such a designation. God’s calling him beloved 
and proclaiming his pleasure with Jesus comes without merit, without an 
earning of the stripes, without proving worth or value. 

By the time we get to this mount of transfiguration here, Jesus has some 
skins on the belt. He’s healed people, prayed for people, made some people 
angry, preached the sermon on the mount. And here it comes again — you are 
my beloved; with you I am well pleased.

Is it an affirmation again of Jesus? It mirrors Moses’ own experience on 
Mt. Sinai when he emerges with the law. Jesus is affirmed with these two fig-
ures now as the Son of God, fulfiller of the law, and the prophet’s messenger. 
That’s what the writer of Matthew wants us to see.

There is a lot happening here, and it was obviously overwhelming for 
the disciples. 

So what do you do when you get overwhelmed or even afraid? We hu-
mans often get busy or we shut down. Peter got busy doing stuff.
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It’s hard to slow down and just be in a moment like this. 
But then there’s the voice. And here it adds: “Listen to him.”
And we should. 
For Peter who is running around trying to do stuff, it is as if Jesus is say-

ing to Peter, What we need is already here — the people, the place, the voice 
and presence of God, each other. There is a Wendell Berry poem by the name 
“What we need is here.” It reads:

Geese appear high over us, 
pass, and the sky closes. Abandon, 
as in love or sleep, holds 
them to their way; clear 
in the ancient faith: what we need 
is here. And we pray, not 
for new earth or heaven, but to be 
quiet in heart, and in eye, 
clear. What we need is here.

There is a sufficiency about the moment that we must trust when God 
is present. You can almost hear Jesus between the lines here saying, what we 
need is here. It is a nice and hospitable thought, Peter, but all is well as it is. 

Again between the lines I wonder if one message isn’t to simply be. To 
allow space to absorb that moment, any holy moment in order for our fears to 
subside and our faith to grow.  

A woman named Judy Brown writes this piece -
What makes a fire burn 

is space between the logs, 
a breathing space. 
Too much of a good thing, 
too many logs 
packed in too tight 
can douse the flames 
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almost as surely 
as a pail of water would.

So building fires 
requires attention 
to the spaces in between, 
as much as to the wood.

When we are able to build 
open spaces 
in the same way 
we have learned 
to pile on the logs, 
then we can come to see how 
it is fuel, and absence of the fuel 
together, that make fire possible.

We only need to lay a log 
lightly from time to time.

A fire 
grows 
simply because the space is there, 
with openings 
in which the flame 
that knows just how it wants to burn 
can find its way.

There is wisdom in slowing down, being present. In order for this fire 
to burn, this voice of God to be heard and received; what they needed, they al-
ready had. They had Jesus and each other.

And then the words, the ones that are so frequent in the Gospel story, 
it is the message of the angels to the shepherds, to Zechariah, to Mary and Jo-
seph, and now to the disciples, those words we most need to hear in a noisy, 
busy, fragile world, and in a relationship with God that often feels mysterious 
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 and leaves us with more questions than answers sometimes, it is that oft-
spoken phrase from the lips of God and angels and now from Jesus: “do not be 
afraid.” 

Hear it sisters and brothers in all ways, in all times, in all seasons: “do 
not be afraid.” 

Dearly beloved children of God: “do not be afraid.”
With these words, I’ve just got to think then that these disciples went 

from being overcome by fear to being overwhelmed by love.
And to be freed from fear gives children of God a new power.

I don’t know who wrote it. It is short and it’s called “Long Haired 
Woman.”

“I once dreamed of a long haired woman that could 
offer me wisdom and then I realized I could stop cut-
ting my hair.”

Beloved of God, you have within you the very presence of Christ and all 
of the belovedness and blessing that comes with it. 

Do not fear. 
Be still. 
You have around and within you the very presence and spirit of Christ 

Jesus. 
Soon we’ll go down off this mountain of worship where God’s presence 

is so real, and we’ll enter the Lenten season this week, walking and waiting 
with other followers of Jesus for the resurrection that we now, in 2014 can 
proclaim with Jesus’ permission!

In the name of the Father, and the Son and the Holy Spirit. Amen.
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